Halloween Wreath
Items Needed:
1- Grapevine Wreath
4- 4” White Mums
3- 3” Purple Mums
2- 3” Black Mums
1- 4” Orange Mum
2- 5.5” Orange Mum
1- Black Felt Square
1- White Felt Square
1pk 6mm Googly Eyes
2- Black Chenille Stems (Pipe cleaners)
2- 6mm Red Rhinestones
2- 3x7” Wood Signs
48” Purple Sparkle Tulle
48” Black Sparkle Tulle
Sheet Gold Letters
Floral Wire
Fishing Line
Purple Paint
Black Paint
Hot Glue
Instructions:
Paint both signs purple and paint line art on signs to look like boards. Add “Happy” to one & “Halloween” to other
with gold letters. Paint what looks like holes in the wood around the wording and glue Googly Eyes in the areas that looks
like holes.
Take the Purple Tulle fold in half and then in half again. Do the same with the Black Tulle. Lay the Black on top of
the purple and gather in the center to make bow. Take a 6” piece of floral wire curl around center and twist to hold. Attach
the bow to the top center of the Grapevine Wreath with the access wire on the bow. Glue the “Happy” sign to the center of
bow. Glue “Halloween” sign to bottom center of the wreath.
Take floral wire thread through center of flower. Curl the end on the inside of flower. On each mum, this will help to
hold together and you can attach them to the wreath with wire. See Photo A.
Cut three Pumpkin faces and two Ghost faces from the black felt. Glue Pumpkin faces to Orange mums and Ghost to
the White. The two remaining White mums are for the one Ghosts body. String wire through the grapevine wreath to attach
mums in place. See photo for positioning. Add the Purple mums. Cut two Ghost arms from the White felt. Glue to the Ghost
with the body on the right side of the wreath.
Glue the Black Mums together. (Bottom to bottom) Cut the Black Chenille stems in half and then in half again to get
four legs per stem. Glue four legs to each side of spider. Add Red Rhinestone eyes. Cut a 15” piece of fishing line glue to top
of spider body. (pinch petals together to hold) tie to wreath and in a knot under top sign so that the spider hangs down in
center of wreath. Add a dab of hot glue on the knot to hold better.

